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ABSTRACT7

Body-Machine Interfaces (BoMIs) for robotic teleoperation can improve a user’s experience and performance. However, the

implementation of such systems needs to be optimized on each robot independently, as a general approach has not been

proposed to date. Here, we present a novel machine learning method to generate personalized BoMIs from an operator’s

spontaneous body movements. The method captures individual motor synergies that can be used for the teleoperation of

robots. The proposed algorithm applies to people with diverse behavioral patterns to control robots with diverse morphologies

and degrees of freedom, such as a fixed-wing drone, a quadrotor, and a robotic manipulator

8

Introduction9

Telerobotic systems play a fundamental role in several robotics applications, such as search-and-rescue, exploration, and10

manipulation tasks1, where human perception and cognitive abilities cannot yet be matched in performance and reliability by11

machine intelligence2–5. In this context, human-robot interfaces (HRIs) should be easily learned and mastered by the human12

operator6. However, standard HRIs, such as joysticks, keyboards, and mice fail to provide efficient teleoperation of the robot13

for inexperienced users and require substantial effort and time to be mastered proficiently7–9.14

Body-Machine Interfaces (BoMIs) are a form of HRI that translate body motion into control commands and can be more15

intuitive in controlling a distal robot because they leverage spontaneous movements10. This approach has been successfully16

applied for the control of different devices such as wheelchairs11, 12 and mobile robots13–15. A BoMI requires the design of17

a mapping function that translates body motion into robot actions16. Currently, there is no standard method to define such18

mappings for motion-based BoMIs. Heuristic methods are based on gestures commonly adopted in human communication,19

such as pointing17–20, or leverage kinematic correspondences between human and robot morphologies, for example by letting20

an operator control an anthropomorphic robotic arm using their arm motion21, 22. Data-driven methods rely on data from human21

spontaneous motor behavior when interacting with the robot, and have been used to control aerial robots10, ground robots23 and22

humanoid manipulators24.23

Some of these works track only the body segments that resulted in the most commonly adopted for the control of the24

considered robot in a pilot study10, 20, 25. Others fix the body segments to be tracked without user studies and derive a mapping25

by regressing human motion data over robot’s motion data26, 27. Recently, we propose a method to identify a BoMI mapping26

that automatically identifies and uses human motion patterns to control a robot and we validated it in the teleoperation of a27

fixed-wing drone28. However, a problem with these methods is that they are tailored to a single robotic platform. Therefore,28

their transfer to different robots might fail, especially when the robots have different morphologies and degrees of freedom.29

Human motion is organized in synergies, i.e. functional motor units requiring the coordinated action of several body30

segments29. Grasping an object or walking are everyday examples of motor synergies widely studied in the literature30–32. This31

synergistic organization of motion generates multicollinear datasets, where some variables can be dependent on each other33.32

Multicollinear datasets can lead to overfitting in regression models, which can in turn fail to identify the correct motion intended33

by the user and produce unusable HRIs. Several solutions have been proposed to solve this problem, including dimensionality34

reduction and regularization methods34, 35. Some research works employ dimensionality reduction as the main processing35

step to implement BoMIs: by compressing the most relevant motion features, the user’s motion and the device’s inputs are36

paired11, 12, 36, 37. However, a method capable of deriving Body-Machine Interfaces for different robots and different human37

motion patterns is still missing.38

In this paper, we propose a novel machine learning algorithm designed to identify human motor synergies and translate39

them into robot commands. Our method allows inexperienced users to control diverse robots without prior training. We40



validated the method with three real-world robots with an increasing number of Degrees of Freedom (DoFs): a fixed-wing41

drone with controllable speed (3 DoFs), a quadrotor with 4 DoF, and a 6-DoF manipulator. We assessed the effectiveness of42

the resulting personalized BoMIs by comparing them with standard remote controllers in a user study. Experimental results43

with simulated and real robots indicate that the proposed method based on the identification of motion synergies can generate44

effective personalized BoMIs for all the considered robots.45

Experimental Setup46

A Imitation task overview B Robot third-person view and example maneuvers

Figure 1. Motion acquisition scenario. (A) The participant sits in front of a computer simulating three different robots. The
simulation is shown to them through an HMD while their body motion is tracked through a Motion Capture system. (B) We
ensure that the participants know the robot they are controlling by showing the robot from a third-person view before moving to
a first-person view. Each robot performs a set of predefined maneuvers spanning all its degrees of freedom. The robots were
presented in the order fixed-wing, quadrotor, manipulator.

Identification of motion strategies47

10 participants took part in an experiment aimed at identifying human motion strategies for the control of three robots: a fixed-48

wing drone, a quadrotor, and a robotic manipulator. The goal of this first experiment is twofold: first, we will observe common49

human motion patterns when interacting with different machines to investigate their nature and the need for personalized50

BoMIs, second, we will use the collected data to validate our method.51

The participants were sitting on a stool, and presented with a First-Person View (FPV) of the robot motion through a camera52

mounted on its front (Fig. 1, Videos S1, S2, S3). The robots were simulated in Unity3D and the images were presented to53

participants through a Head-Mounted Display (HMD) while performing a set of maneuvers. Each maneuver spanned one of the54

robot’s DoF, had a duration of 6 seconds, and during its transition an arrow was visualized in the turning direction to aid the55

user’s perception (Fig. 1B). We asked them to move their upper body in the same way they would if they were in control of the56

robot motion as they were seeing in the simulation. The participants were aware of the type of robot they were about to receive57

information from and did not receive further instructions.58

A Motion Capture System (MoCap) was used to acquire human motion data modeling the upper body as a kinematic59

chain consisting of 9 rigid bodies. The resulting dataset, composed of the robot’s control inputs and the pose (position and60

orientation) of the 9 rigid bodies representing the human upper body was then downsampled to a frequency of 100Hz and61

stored for subsequent analysis. Previous studies focused on spontaneous human motion patterns for the case of a fixed-wing62

drone flying at constant speed10, 28. In order to compare our results with the existing literature, we also extended our dataset to63

include this robot. The 2-DoF fixed-wing data were obtained by selecting a subset of the fixed-wing drone data, excluding64

the speed-varying maneuvers. For the rest of this paper, we denote with [xR,yR,zR,ϕR,θR,ψR] the pose of the robot R, with65
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R ∈ [FF,F,Q,M] corresponding to the fixed-wing drone with constant speed, the fixed-wing drone with controlled speed, the66

quadrotor drone, and the manipulator, respectively.67

Robot morphology and motion affects participants’ interaction patterns68

Our first results concern the analysis of the subjects’ motion during the imitation task. We observed that the number of relevant69

body segments increases with the robot’s complexity, i.e. the number of DoF. While only torso motion can be sufficient to70

control a drone, up to 6 segments are needed to control the manipulator (see Supplementary Material). Moreover, our data show71

that inter-subject motion variability, measured through the deviation from the median behavior38, can increase up to 542% from72

a simple (FF) to a complex (M) robot (see Supplementary Material).73

Full angles Torso + Hands

Tracking rotations

Tracking rotations + positions

A
Considered upper body 

representations B Gimbal lock occurences of each representation C Decoding capabilities of each representation

Figure 2. Comparison of full upper-body angles and torso+hands representations. (A) Schematic of the tracked body
segments for the two models. (B) Number of datasets reaching a configuration close to gimbal lock singularity, divided by body
segment (left) and total (right) for the two models. (C) Decoding capability of the two models in terms of regression R2 score,
divided by robot (left) and total (right). Torso+hands representation could avoid 70% of gimbal lock occurrences, while
preserving 91.2% of the dataset’s decoding capability.

Alternative body model reduces gimbal lock problem while retaining relevant information74

Many studies model the human body as a concatenation of a set of rigid bodies, and consider their 3D rotations as kinematic75

variables, often with an Euler angles representation (we will call this model full angles representation)28, 39, 40. Such representa-76

tion is susceptible to gimbal lock problems, which can in turn affect regression if close to singularities. 23 datasets (out of the77

total 30: 10 subjects for 3 robots) were close to gimbal lock during the imitation experiment (Fig. 2B). 16 of them were relative78

to the motion of arms and forearms, the body segments with the largest range of motion in the upper body41–43. To avoid this79

problem, we substituted the Euler angles associated to arms and forearms with the position of the user’s hands in our dataset80

leading to a new reduced representation (Fig. 2A) that includes only the torso angle and the pose of the hands for a total of 1581

kinematic variables (from now denoted as torso+hands representation). We denote with [xS,yS,zS,ϕS,θS,ψS] the pose of the82

body segment S ∈ [T,RH,LH] for torso, right hand, and left hand, respectively. Our data show that only 7 datasets out of 3083

are affected by gimbal lock when considering the torso+hands model (Fig. 2B). We ran least-squares regression on the two84

different body models using as target values the robots’ actions, observed a regression performance difference of 8.8% (Fig.85

2C). This minor performance drop, along with the 70% augmented resilience to gimbal lock, demonstrates the effectiveness of86

the torso+hands representation. For this reason, we use this representation in the rest of the paper.87

Synergy-aware mapping generation88

Among other methods, PCA has shown to be efficient in identifying motor synergies44–46. Based on this knowledge, we first89

validated its effectiveness in identifying human motion synergies for robot teleoperation (see Supplementary Text), and then90

developed our synergy-aware mapping generation algorithm. We first extract one synergy per each of the robot’s DoF using91

PCA, and later use them as regression variables (Fig. 3A-C, example for the fixed-wing drone). Unlike Principal Component92

Regression (PCR), we apply PCA on the time interval corresponding to each DoF separately, to remove the influence of the93
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E Regression R2 comparison with other state-of-art methods

B Participant motion for each robot action

A Robot actions vs time C Algorithm outline - full

D Algorithm outline - reduced

Original data Noisy data

Figure 3. Algorithm outline - example data for the fixed-wing drone robot with variable speed - and offline performance
evaluation. (A) Robot actions during the imitation task. The three DoFs change independently. (B) Human motion patterns
relative to each robot action. The participant used torso motion to control roll (ϕ) and pitch (θ ), and arms motion to control the
speed (v). (C) Algorithm outline without feature selection (full). PC1 coefficients are used to define the three control synergies
through unsupervised learning. The synergies are then regressed over the robot actions. (D) Algorithm outline with feature
selection (reduced, k = 80%). Only the coefficients of PC1 over k% of the maximum value are retained. (E) Regression
performance evaluation through R2 score. Simple least squares regression overfits the data, showing R2 <0 for datasets with
artificial noise, while the remaining methods show good regularization performance. The proposed method performs 30.4%
better than Lasso and 14.7% better than our previous method. Feature selection reduces R2 by 2.8%.

remaining maneuvers, which allows us to identify one motion synergy for each of the robot’s DoFs (Fig. 3C). Thanks to94

this unsupervised dimensionality reduction step, our method prevents the regressor from overfitting while guaranteeing the95

compressed data to be functional, natural human synergies (see Video S10). Moreover, differently from other algorithms, the96

proposed method does not require any parameter tuning, which can be a complicated process sometimes carried out through97
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iterative optimization methods34. Finally, although the assumption of correlation between the first PC and the robot actions98

might seem limiting, we can use this parameter to assess the quality of the dataset, and possibly to repeat the imitation phase.99

We evaluated two versions of our method: the first one integrates the full set of kinematic variables into a synergy through100

PCA coefficients, while the second one performs feature selection by only considering kinematic variables having sufficiently101

high coefficients by setting a threshold value (Fig. 3D, see Materials and Methods). We will refer to the two methods as reduced102

and full versions.103

We compared the proposed method with state-of-the-art regression methods used for body motion processing: linear104

regression, lasso, and our previously proposed algorithm (Fig. 3E)28, 34. We added artificial noise to the data (std = 1cm105

for the linear variables, std = 1◦ for the angular variables) to assess the regularization effectiveness. Our results show that,106

for non-noisy data, least squares regression provides the best results, with a R2 score outperforming Lasso regression by107

45.4%, our old method by 30.2%, and our new method by 19.2% and 21.4%, for the full and reduced versions, respectively.108

However, the high least squares performance is due to overfitting, as demonstrated by the negative R2 obtained on noisy109

data. Oppositely, all the alternative methods could cope with the noisy dataset with a low performance drop: 0.9% for Lasso,110

4.9% for our old method, and 3.7% and 3.8%, for the new full and reduced methods, respectively. Out of the regularized111

methods, our proposed algorithm performed the best (R2
NEW = 0.61±0.22), followed by the old (R2

OLD = 0.52±0.27) and112

Lasso (R2
LASSO = 0.42±0.29). Feature selection only reduced the performance by 2.8% (R2

NEW_REDUCED = 0.59±0.23).113

Results114

We ran a user study to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method for personalized human-robot interface generation. 18115

subjects took part in the study, and were asked to teleoperate one of the three robots in a simulated environment (6 subjects per116

robot). Each participant controlled the robot with a personalized human-robot interface based on the synergy-aware mapping117

generation algorithm and with a standard remote. Later, also the full version of the body-machine interface was tested. Hereafter,118

the three groups are referred to as group R for remote, group M for motion, and group MF for the motion-based full interface.119

Task and performance metric were robot-dependent: for the flying robots we implemented a navigation task, while for the120

manipulator we simulated a peg-in-hole task (Fig. 4A, see Materials and Methods for further details, and Videos S4, S5, S6).121

Finally, the participants filled in a questionnaire composed of the NASA-TLX test to evaluate their cognitive workload, and a122

personal user experience form (Materials and Methods).123

Personalized BoMI performs similarly or better than remote124

We examined the users’ performance in the different tasks to validate our interface generation method. All the subjects were125

able to complete their task, as a demonstration of the usability of our method. Fixed-wing pilots could attain significantly126

lower error when piloting the drone through their personalized body motion (Fig. 4B-C). In particular, group R showed a127

higher error score both before (errR−B = 4.31±3.52m) and after training (errR−A = 3.52±2.99m) than group M (errM−B =128

2.29±1.54m, p < 0.01 and errM−A = 1.93±1.19m, p < 0.01), and an average error increase of 93.5% (p < 0.01) over the two129

runs. Quadrotor pilots, contrarily, performed better using the joystick (Fig. 4D-E). Group R took less time (tR = 7.38±5.48s)130

than group M to navigate through the waypoints (tM = 8.33±5.06s), saving on average 11.4% of time. However, group M131

started with better performance (tM−B = 8.12±4.83s) than group R (tR−B = 8.75±6.55s), but did not improve between runs,132

while group R improved by 32.6% (p < 0.01) . Finally, operating the manipulator, group M performed again better than group133

R (Fig. 4F-G). On average, using a personalized motion-based interface reduced the time needed to complete the peg in hole134

task by 41.9% (tM = 10.86± 4.48s, tR = 18.68± 12.21s, p < 0.01). Group M outperformed group R both before (tM−B =135

11.33±4.81s, tR−B = 17.41±9.96s, p < 0.01) and after training (tM−A = 10.29±3.98s, tR−A = 17.37±11.29s, p < 0.01).136

Users reported to prefer BoMI over remote137

First, we describe the results of the NASA-TLX questionnaire (Fig. 5A). On average, group M found the task less mentally138

demanding (QN1M = 44.67±18.58) than groups R (QN1R = 62.28±17.20, p= 0.013) and MF (QN1MF = 63.89±24.64, p=139

0.030). In turn, the remote was considered less physically demanding (QN2R = 32.78±21.96) than the two BoMIs (QN2M =140

50.61±18.79, p= 0.044,QN1MF = 55.78±19.60, p< 0.01). Finally, subjects in group M felt to have been more successful and141

less rushed (QN4M = 75.56±19.62,QN5M = 26.17±17.59) than remote users (QN4R = 62.00±24.97, p = 0.025,QN5R =142

39.39±19.11, p = 0.046). Most subjects (14 out of 18) preferred the motion-based interface to carry out the task. Specifically,143

only two subjects controlling the quadrotor and two controlling the manipulator preferred the remote controller. The participants144

described the BoMI to be more intuitive and the related experience to be more enjoyable, as they had to focus less on the145

meaning of each movement to control the robot.146
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A B Fixed-wing, error evolution vs training Fixed-wing error, Remote vs ProposedC

D E

F G

Quadrotor, inter-waipoint time vs training Quadrotor time, Remote vs Proposed

Manipulator, completion time per task (all runs) Manipulator time, Remote vs Proposed

Robot task overview

Remote

Pilot 1

Pilot 2

Pilot 3

Take off
location

Pilot 1

Pilot 2

Pilot 3

Take off
location

Pilot 1
Pilot 2
Pilot 3

Starting 
position

Holes

Fixed-wing trajectory Quadrotor trajectory Manipulator trajectory

Top view Side view Top view Side view Top view Side view

3D view 3D view 3D view

B Hardware teleoperation trajectoriesH

Figure 4. Simulated and hardware validation of the proposed method. (A) Third-person overview of the task: navigation for
fixed-wing and quadrotor, peg-in-hole for manipulator. (B) Error evolution over training for fixed-wing drone navigation. (C)
Comparative boxplot for motion-based and remote teleoperation for the fixed-wing drone. Group M outperformed group R
both before and after training, reducing errors by 48.3% on average. (D) Time evolution over training for quadrotor drone
navigation. (E) Comparative boxplot for motion-based and remote teleoperation for the quadrotor drone. Group M
outperformed group R by 7.2% before training. However, trained users performed better with the remote. On average, group R
needed 11.4% less time. (F) Time needed to complete the peg-in-hole task for each hole placement (6 subjects per 5
peg-in-hole tasks). Group M reached higher performance in all iterations for all the holes. (G) Comparative boxplot for
motion-based and joystick teleoperation for the manipulator. Group M outperformed group R both before and after training,
reducing the time needed to complete the tasks by 41.2% on average. (H) 3D reconstruction of the real drones’ and the
manipulator’s trajectories. All subjects (N=9) managed to successfully accomplish the task.
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A NASA-TLX questionnaire responses B Which interface did you prefer?

C Which motion-based interface did you prefer?

D Task completion

Figure 5. Survey results and task completion for the simulated teleoperation experiment. (A) NASA-TLX responses for the
three robots. On average, the use of the reduced motion-based interface resulted in a lower mental workload, while the remote
provided less physical workload. (B) Preference indications between remote and BoMI. Most participants (14/18) preferred the
BoMI. (C) Preference indications between reduced and full BoMI. Only one participant (fixed-wing user) preferred the full
version (D) Task completion per robot. Two participants for the quadrotor and 2 for the manipulator could not complete the
task using the full BoMI.

Feature selection can be essential to the usability of BoMIs147

When asked to indicate their preferred motion-based interface, 9 out of 18 participants reported to have found no difference148

between the two while 8 out of 18 preferred the reduced BoMI (Fig. 5C). In particular four subjects, two in the quadrotor group149

and two in the manipulator group, were not able to complete the given task using the BoMI without feature selection, reporting150

later that it was “impossible to use” (Fig. 5D).151

Teleoperation of real robots152

We executed a set of experiments on real robots to validate the effectiveness of our method. 9 additional participants (3 per153

robot) were recruited to participate in this phase. The experiments were aimed at reproducing, in a real-world controlled154

environment, teleoperation tasks similar to the ones presented in simulation. Drone navigation was performed through a set of155

gates arranged in the MoCap room, while manipulator operation was carried out on the real robot (see Materials and Methods,156

Supplementary Text and Videos S7, S8, S9). All participants were able to successfully complete the given task with 0 accidents157

(Fig. 4H).158

Discussion159

This work describes new results about human’s spontaneous motor behaviour for robot imitation, and builds on this knowledge160

for the development of a novel machine learning algorithm for automated body-machine interface generation.161

Our first results concern the observation of the interaction strategies of users when approaching different robots in an162
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imitation task (see Supplementary Text). We observed that the number of body segments involved increased with the increase163

of the number of DoF of the robot (Suppl. Fig. S1B). The use of additional limbs is not based on an innate preference, but it164

rather depends on the knowledge of the users about the type of robot to control (e.g., knowing the manipulator’s morphology165

persuaded our users to imitate its motion with their arms). Indeed, despite the similarity in the DoFs of the quadrotor and166

the manipulator in our imitation task, participants moved mostly their torso to imitate the first robot and mostly their arms to167

imitate the second one. Also, we found that humans tend to move their body more similarly with each other when imitating168

simple robots, and present a higher variability when imitating robots with a higher number of DoF (Fig. S1E), thus requiring a169

higher level of personalization.170

A problem when using Euler angles when designing BoMIs is gimbal lock. The majority of our subjects (23 out of 30171

participants) moved to near-singularity positions during the task (Fig. 2B). The new representation proposed here (Fig. 2A)172

reduced by 70% gimbal lock occurrences while preserving 91.2% of the dataset’s relevant information (Fig. 2B-C).173

Our correlation study between human and robot motion demonstrated that appropriate dimensionality reduction methods174

can be employed to simplify a motion dataset into a set of human motion synergies (Suppl. Fig.S2). By applying PCA to175

the motion data we discovered that, for this kind of imitation task, the majority of the dataset’s information (>80%) can be176

compressed into a single variable through linear projection (Suppl. Fig.S2B). Based on the latter result, we designed a novel177

synergy-aware regression algorithm to map the user’s movement into robot commands (Fig. 3). Our algorithm first generates178

one motion synergy for each of the robot’s DoFs through unsupervised learning, then performs linear regression on the set of179

synergies (Fig. 3C-D). We developed two versions of the algorithm: the first version considers all the kinematic variables to180

define the synergies through PCA (Fig. 3C), while the second (reduced) version selects only the most relevant ones, based on181

their projection coefficients (Fig. 3D). We showed that the method proposed here, through the unsupervised dimensionality182

reduction step, can prevent overfitting like established regularization methods (Fig. 3E) and outperform state-of-the-art methods183

(Fig. 3F).184

The interfaces generated through the reduced method demonstrated to be usable and effective. All subjects (N=18) managed185

to operate the robots to complete the given tasks (Fig. 4). Personalized BoMIs reduced their error in fixed-wing navigation by186

48.3% and the time needed for a peg-in-hole task with the manipulator by 41.2% (Fig. 4B-G). Contrarily, quadrotor navigation187

took 11.2% less time to remote controller users (Fig. 4E). However, subjects performed better on average before training188

when using the BoMI than the remote, suggesting that generating commands for the robot based on their individual preference189

allowed them to get proficient more quickly, in accordance with prior literature28. Accordingly, users reported to prefer to use a190

BoMI in terms of user experience (Fig. 5B), which might be due to the lower perceived mental demand (Fig. 5A).191

When using the full version of the algorithm, 4 out of 18 subjects could not replicate the same performance and had to192

stop the experiment, as the interface was defined as “unusable” (Fig. 5D). However, the regression R2 was similar in the two193

cases. This result suggests that regression performance is not necessarily a good predictor for BoMI implementation, and it194

should not be considered as a sufficient metric to optimize their design. More specifically, this result opens to considerations195

on the structural organization of human motion synergies. The inability to use the full version of the interface suggests that196

human motion is structured to consider specific elements of a synergy and that they are not, in principle, capable of reproducing197

accurately even the patters identified by the first principal component.198

This work opens to interesting future investigations on body-motion based robot teleoperation systems. First, the proposed199

BoMIs were fixed by the regression algorithm and could not be changed at operation time. As the user might present different200

cognitive or physical workload levels during the operation, or might get injured, an adaptive interface that changes according201

to these factors could solve the problem. Also, despite the significant differences in the morphology and the DoFs of the202

considered robots, the control more articulated machines (such as legged robots, or humanoids) could require the regression203

between motor synergies for both the human and the robot, thus allowing the fine operation of complex structures at once.204

Materials and Methods205

Imitation task - experimental protocols206

The robot imitation task was performed by all subjects taking part in the motion acquisition stage, in the teleoperation of207

simulated robots, and in the hardware experiments. Robot maneuvers were presented in FPV to the user through an HMD (Fig.208

1A), while a red arrow pointing in the direction of the robot’s motion was displayed to aid their perception. T ensure maneuver209

continuity, we sent continuous control signals to the simulator following the formula input = A
2

(

1−
(

cos
(

t2π
T

)))

(for further210

details see Supplementary Material).211

Reduced-full version of the algorithm212

The reduced version of the algorithm removes most of the initially acquired kinematic variables, retaining the most significant213

ones and resulting in a simplified motion synergy (see supplementary video). The PCA coefficients are finally re-normalized so214

that ξ 2
i = 1, where ξi is the coefficient associated with the i− th kinematic variable of PC1.215
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Teleoperation - experimental protocols216

Simulation experiments217

Each participant performed the imitation task as described above, and we provided them with a personalized human-robot218

interface by using the proposed synergy-aware mapping generation algorithm. Since the considered robots are morphologically219

and dynamically different, both the task and the performance metric were robot-dependent. Fixed-wing and quadrotor users220

had to perform a navigation task through a predefined path. The path consisted of a set of circular waypoints (Fig. 4A). The221

waypoints were placed in such a way that 3D navigation was required, so to activate the highest possible number or robot DoFs222

simultaneously. Moreover, the inter-waypoint distance for the fixed-wing path was set to require the user to actively control223

the flight speed in some segments. Since the flight of the fixed-wing drone could not be stopped, we evaluate the precision224

of the navigation in terms of error when hitting a waypoint plane, even if the waypoint was not hit correctly. The error was225

defined as the distance between the drone and the center of the waypoint at the moment when the drone crossed the circle’s226

plane. Since the quadrotor drone could be stabilized to hover without moving, an error metric would not reflect a good control227

capability, as a user might take a very long time to align with the waypoint center. In this case, we used the inter-waypoint228

navigation time as a performance metric and required each waypoint to be hit correctly. Finally, the manipulator users had229

to complete a peg-in-hole task. We asked them to operate the robot to fit a prismatic peg in a set of holes placed in different230

positions and orientations (Fig. 4A). The user was required to hold the peg statically inside the hole for 3 seconds before the231

task was considered complete. We evaluated the participants’ performance based on the total time needed to complete the task.232

The tasks were performed both with an interface generated by the proposed algorithm (reduced version) and with a standard233

remote controller. The starting interface was chosen pseudo-randomly. Later, also the full version of the body-machine interface234

was tested. The starting interface was determined pseudo-randomly for each user. To quantify the learning capabilities of our235

participants in using the two interfaces, all of them had to repeat the task twice. After the teleoperation task, our participants236

were asked to fill in a questionnaire comprising two sections: the NASA-TLX to evaluate their load index, and an additional237

subjective questionnaire regarding their user experience using the different interfaces (Tab. 1).238

ID Question

QN1 How mentally demanding was the experiment?
QN2 How physically demanding was the experiment?
QN3 How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?
QN4 How successful were you in accomplishing the task?
QN5 How insecure, stressed, irritated, and annoyed were you?
Q6 Which interface did you prefer?
Q7 Which motion-based interface did you prefer?

Table 1. User personal feedback questionnaire.

Hardware experiments239

Fixed-wing teleoperation: the flight of the fixed-wing was set to a nominal speed of 0.2m/s, controllable in the range 0.1-0.3m/s.240

The task was implemented on a quadrotor drone, which control system was set to reproduce a fixed-wing-like flight47.241

Quadrotor teleoperation: the task was implemented on the same robot, with standard quadrotor dynamics. Two different paths242

were realized in the MoCap room using a set of obstacles (see Supplementary Text and Video). Each participant was asked243

to navigate through the path once. The communication between the PC and the quadrotor (Crazyflie 2.1) was implemented244

through ROS and the Crazyswarm library48.245

Quadrotor teleoperation: the peg-in-hole task was performed using a Stäubli TX2-90 manipulator, and participants were asked246

to insert the end-effector in a small box measuring 5.8x3.6cm (see Supplementary Text and Video). The communication247

between the PC and the manipulator RoboDK and the Robolink library1.248

249

Participants250

10 participants (26.2 ± 2.1 years old, 2 females) took part in the motion acquisition experiment. Their motion was recorded251

along with the simulation data for further analysis and the offline validation of our algorithm. We instructed them to move252

according to the visualized robot maneuvers and displayed arrows, no further instructions were provided. 18 participants253

(25.6 ± 1.8 years old, 5 females) were recruited for the teleoperation experiment in simulation. Divided into 3 groups (1 per254

robot), they were first instructed to imitate the robot’s motion as in the previous phase, and later explained the goal of the task.255

Finally, 9 participants (25.8 ± 2.3 years old, 1 female) took part into the final real-world experiment. Analogously with the256

1https://robodk.com/index
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second group, they performed the imitation task and later the teleoperation task. The experiments were approved by the École257

Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne Human Research Ethics Committee.258
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